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[image: bc flomec productsw]BanksiaControls is an Australian business located in Victoria and supplying products and services to the Australasian region. We have a wide range of high quality flowmeters and electronic ancilliaries for measuring the flow of liquids in a wide variety of industrial applications.

Our Range of Products include:

	Positive Displacement Flowmeters
	Turbine Flowmeters
	Insertion Paddle Wheel Flowmeters
	Pelton Wheel Flowmeters
	Ancillary Devices
	Gasso Products


With over 25 years of industrial instrumentation experience BanksiaControls offers outstanding technical expertise to the market. Coupled with our extensive range of quality flowmeter products we offer solutions that are both cost effective and rugged.
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Flow Meters Australia

When it comes to reliable and accurate flow meters in Australia, Banksia Controls is your go-to partner. We specialise in providing top-quality liquid flow meters that ensure precise measurements for a wide range of applications. With our expertise and commitment to excellence, we deliver innovative solutions tailored to your specific needs.

Read More

Our liquid flow meters are designed to meet the highest industry standards, offering superior performance and durability. Whether you require flow measurement for water, chemicals, oil, or other liquids, our extensive range of flow meters has you covered. From electromagnetic to ultrasonic and vortex flow meters, we offer cutting-edge technologies to suit various industries.

At Banksia Controls, we prioritise customer satisfaction, providing exceptional service and technical support throughout your flow meter selection and installation process. Trust us for reliable flow meters in Australia that deliver accurate measurements, helping you optimise efficiency and productivity in your operations. Contact us today to explore our comprehensive range of flow meters and find the perfect solution for your needs.

Liquid Flow Meters

Here are some outstanding features of our liquid flow meters.

	Precise Measurement: Our liquid flow meters guarantee accurate and reliable measurements, ensuring optimal efficiency in your operations.
	Wide Range of Applications: From water to chemicals, oil, and more, our flow meters cater to diverse liquid flow measurement needs in Australia.
	High Durability: Our flow meters are constructed using robust materials to withstand harsh environments, ensuring long-lasting performance.
	Advanced Technology: Our flow meters incorporate cutting-edge technologies such as electromagnetic, ultrasonic, and vortex, offering state-of-the-art measurement solutions.
	Easy Installation: With user-friendly designs, our flow meters provide hassle-free installation and integration into existing systems.


The Best Liquid Flow Meters

Our liquid flow meters are the best in Australia for more than a single reason. Here are some of the reasons:

	Real-time Data: Our flow meters offer real-time data monitoring, allowing you to make informed decisions and optimise processes.
	Low Maintenance: Designed for easy maintenance, our flow meters minimise downtime and reduce overall operational costs.
	Wide Operating Range: Our flow meters function accurately across a broad range of flow rates, accommodating varying liquid flow requirements.
	Temperature and Pressure Compensation: Equipped with temperature and pressure compensation features, our flow meters provide accurate measurements in changing conditions.
	Multiple Output Options: Our flow meters offer versatile output options, including analogue, digital, and pulse, ensuring seamless integration with your systems.


Get Flow Meters in Australia Today

You should order our flow meters in Australia today if you are looking at any of the following features:

	High Accuracy and Repeatability: Our flow meters deliver precise and consistent measurements, guaranteeing reliable data for critical processes.
	Compact Design: With space-saving designs, our flow meters are ideal for installations where space is limited.
	Customisable Configurations: We offer flow meters that can be tailored to your specific needs, allowing for customised solutions.
	Remote Monitoring: Our flow meters enable remote monitoring and control, providing convenience and flexibility for your operations.
	Compliance and Certification: Our flow meters meet industry standards and certifications, ensuring quality and compliance in Australia.


Choose Banksia Controls for exceptional liquid flow meters in Australia. With our comprehensive range of features, we deliver accurate measurement solutions that enhance efficiency and productivity in your operations. Contact us today to explore our flow meter options and find the perfect fit for your requirements.
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With over 25 years of industrial instrumentation experience BanksiaControls offers outstanding technical expertise to the market. Coupled with our extensive range of quality flowmeter products we offer solutions that are both cost effective and rugged.
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